
Parade Float  Ned Goldfinger 
 

It’s Thanksgiving, and you’re watching the Macy’s 

Thanksgiving Day Parade with your family while the turkey 

(or Stouffer’s Lasagne, if your family’s like mine) is in the 

oven (or microwave, if your family’s like mine). The answers 

to the “Parade” clues are to be entered, in order, in the parade 

route that snakes through the grid, starting in the top left 

corner. Four characters who have been immortalized in 

balloon form by Macy’s also appear in the parade, between 

other parade entries. You must determine their position in the 

parade lineup from the help of the “Row” entries. Each row 

contains two answers, entered in the order that they’re clued, 

but they’re not merely spectators ‒ they’re in on the act! Six of 

the Row entries must lose a letter before being entered (always 

forming a real word). The deleted letters will float up like 

balloons themselves, and should be written above the grid. 

There, they’ll spell something that you might find a lot of at 

the family dinner table (if your family’s like mine). 

Row clues       

A Mostly disavow regressive president 

 Just think… I’d eat everything at the start 

B Edict from boy king sitting in fancy seat 

 Experienced in driver’s education 

C About your old paper strip… 

 Fundamentally change tune, dare to get messy 

D Range of flavors of beer (two tablespoons) baked into 

                       pie crust  

 Was the first person to write cryptically in code 

E Riveting article about stream 

 Improve crappy diet 

F Make new arrangements for White after capture by 

                       chess piece 

 Finally a world record time? (2 wds.) 

G Aged men botched approach to mating 

 Nothing’s left to be eaten by fish or bird 

H Acted like Han without Chewbacca? 

 Plump, round, large squash 

I Cannon will broadcast metal 

 Six automobiles for clergymen 

J Blowers in the orchestra regularly ignored 

                       non-blowers  

 Suggested podcast hosting venue 

K Military updates could come from Stripes 

 60 Minutes reporter is more conservative 

L Tim’s son corrupted politician Henry 

 Tuscan starter tops off Irish tacos and Latvian oats? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parade clues 

Less than a gram? That’s a sign that something’s missing, I 

         hear (5) 

Spoke, and mumbled almost from the start (7) 

Display even dice rolls (8) 

Gateway to the world with no gate, strangely (3,3; Abbr.) 

Pick up the tab just before closing with certain reserve of 

         money (8) 

Wanting introduction to neuroscience, watched informative 

         YouTube channel (3-2) 

Separate dash and dot (3,2) 

Fit on pot after trimming the front (5) 

Junior embraces Roker in parlor (5) 

Practitioners of seafaring arts at sea (4) 

Does grass the wrong way (4) 

Two stickers in the mouth can serve as breath freshener (3,3) 

The King’s gyrating Levi’s (5) 

Fudge stains shiny fabrics (6) 

Fight model after work (6) 

Male Feds could become successful without any help (4-4) 

Women’s magazine pieces serving as “in memoriam” 

         articles (5) 

One who didn’t win race could do this to become master (5) 

Somewhat heart-rending tendency (5) 

Soldier guards doctor in desert (4) 

Cuddly pets drink ketchup, chucking up (3,4) 
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